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GET YOUR KICKS WITH TIX FOR $36 

We’re offering tickets to selected Festival events for just $36! For that price you can take a chance on a show 
or see two shows you can’t decide between and it won’t break the bank.  

For the 2018 Perth Festival we have an unprecedented amount of tickets priced at $36, if you’re a Festival 
first-timer or a regular with an eye for a bargain, this is your chance to jump in and experience art in a 
different light.  

Perth Festival Artistic Director Wendy Martin said: ‘We want everyone to be able to see the exceptional 
work in our 2018 program. Tix for $36 means you can be fearless with your choices. Our Festival is bright and 
bold, with something for everyone. We’ve got a summer of extraordinary experiences to suit any taste or 
budget.’  

Get in quick, grab some friends and secure your cheap tickets to spend some quality time in the same room 
as the world’s most amazing artists perform in brilliant shows like these.  

Beyond Time from Taiwan’s U-Theatre transports you to another world, spun out of frenzied drumming, 
whirling dancers, martial arts, hypnotic singing and dazzling visual effects. 
 
Britain’s wild child of dance Michael Clark and his award-winning company 
make their Perth debut with to a simple, rock ‘n’ roll . . . song. Erik Satie, Patti 
Smith and David Bowie provide the soundtrack for a potent cocktail of dance 
and iconic music. 
 
Robert Lepage’s smash hit The Far Side of the Moon is a spellbinding, funny and technically exquisite one-
man show about two estranged brothers and the US-Soviet space race with an atmospheric score from 
Laurie Anderson. Don’t miss your chance to experience a masterwork by a theatrical magician. 
 
Vessel was hailed a masterpiece at its 2017 Japanese premiere, and now Perth Festival hosts its first 
international outing before it tours to Europe. Part dance, part dream and complete poetry in motion, 
Damien Jalet’s and Kohei Nawa’s visual and aural spectacle will stay with you long after you leave the 
theatre. 
 
Don’t miss White Spirit’s thrilling collision of Sufi mystical music and vivid street 
art when Syria’s Ensemble Al Nabolsy & the Whirling Dervishes of Damascus 
perform their uplifting melodies and spellbinding dance on a stage that comes 
alive with the dazzling projected live painting of Tunisian street artist Shoof.  

Shoof’s striking brushstrokes, inspired by Arabic calligraphy, provide a dazzling 
backdrop to the ritual music and movement of White Spirit.  

The Chevron Gardens is a place for everybody to move or be moved, with a jam-packed killer line up and 
stacks of Tix for $36 you can get more bangers for your buck.  
 

 



  

Highlights include Electric Fields, a duo of grinding electric – pop splendour opening the Chevron Gardens on 
February 9.  
 
Join Kitty, Daisy & Lewis for rockabilly shenanigans on February 16 and hear the blasts of drums, horns and 
street fresh awesome from the depths of New York’s underground with Too Many Zooz on February 21.  
 
Not to be missed is Ghanaian Afrobeat soul queen Jojo Abot who is equal parts Erykah Badhu and 
performance art hurricane on March 3.  
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To a simple rock ‘n’ roll . . . song Supported By 
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For further information or interviews please contact: 

WA MEDIA: Stephen Bevis  NATIONAL MEDIA: Miranda Brown    
+61 8 6488 8618 / 0448 927 281  +61 3 9419 0931 / 0411 568 781  
sbevis@perthfestival.com.au  miranda@mbpublicity.com.au 
   
  
Perth Festival 
Founded in 1953 by The University of Western Australia, Perth Festival is the longest running international arts 
festival in Australia and Western Australia’s premier cultural event. The Festival has developed a worldwide 
reputation for excellence in its international program, the presentation of new works and the highest quality 
artistic experiences for its audience. For 64 years the Festival has welcomed to Perth some of the world’s greatest 
living artists and now connects with hundreds of thousands of people each year. 

 
Wendy Martin is the Artistic Director 2016–19.  
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